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WELCOME 

The JAGGAER Research Material Management (RMM) 19.2 Product Release is available as of December 19, 

2019.   

This document will help you: 

• Understand the impacts of new features on your end-users, approvers, administrators, and other individuals 

using the system.  

• Understand any changes required on your part to enable a feature of the system. 

• Provide a starting point of “where to go” to learn more about the features and functionality discussed in this 

document. 

 

Note on Browser Support 

As of this release, Chrome is the only browser supported.  Other browsers may be used, but any defects found in 

those browsers will not be addressed by JAGGAER. 
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GENERAL USER INTERFACE 

GRID CONFIGURATION 

RMM users can now configure the display of information in selected grids for easy access to information critical to 

their needs.   

• Columns within grids may be displayed or hidden 

• The sequence of columns is configurable 

Also, an authorized user can configure the default grid layout for all new users entering the system for the first 

time.  In the 19.2.0 release, configurable grids are available for the Container Search, Material Search, Request 

Item Search and Receiving process windows. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default. 

• New Permissions related to this Feature:  

• None for a user to configure their grid layout 

• Preference – Set Global User Grid Preference to configure the default grid layout for all 
new users 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Lab Administrators, Researchers and System Administrators 

Accessed Via:  icon in lower, right corner of Container Search, Material Search, Request Item Search, 

Receiving and Receiving Work List windows. 

User-Configured Grid Preferences 

Users can control which columns are displayed for various search result sets using the control next to each field. 

Columns in the result set can be arranged using the  controls. 
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Material Search Grid page - User Preferences 
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Icon Description and Details 

 
Determines if a field is shown or hidden. 

 

Move to Top 

Moves the column to the first position in the result set. 

 

Move Up 

Moves the column up one position in the result set. 

 

Move Down 

Moves the column down one position in the result set. 

 

Move to Bottom 

Moves the column to the last position in the result set. 

 

Saves the user’s column configuration and returns the user to their search result with the 

updated configuration. 

 

Returns the column configuration to the system default configuration.  The user remains on 

the grid preferences window. 

 

Cancels any unsaved configuration changes and returns the user to their search result. 

Administrator-Configured Grid Preferences 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

Administrators with the Preference – Set Global User Grid Preference permission can: 

• Configure the default grid layout for all users 

• For new users and users who have not set grid preferences, resets the current grid layout to the initial RMM 

installation default settings. 
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Example Search Grid page showing System Default Preferences 

 

Icon Description and Details 

 

Saves the default column configuration seen by RMM users that have not previously saved a 

preference.  This will not impact users that have already saved a column configuration. 

 Returns the column configuration to the original system default configuration.  This change is 

immediate and will update the column settings for new users and users who have not 

set a column configuration. 

 

Cancels any unsaved configuration changes and returns the user to their search result. 
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SOURCE SEARCH 

Result Set Grouping 

In this release, there are changes to the user interface for Source Search result sets that affect Researcher and 

Lab Administrator end users.  Results are grouped and sorted by default to optimize review and selection of items 

to be added to the Shopping Cart or To Do List. 

Details of source search result set groupings vary by source; generally, the top grouping level is used to 

differentiate various distinct items (e.g., a chemical structure or a stock master item), and lower grouping levels 

are used to differentiate options for acquiring that item (e.g., Supplier, Brand).  For chemicals, a rendered 

chemical structure (where available) is displayed in the top-level grouping.   

For example, in the default source search result display, JAGGAER hosted catalog results are grouped first by 

chemical structure (CAS number) and then are grouped by Supplier and Brand, with the Client’s designated 

preferred supplier items appearing first.  Within each combination of supplier-brand, all of the available catalog 

items are listed, sorted by price.   

User-specified sorting and filtering remain supported.    User-specified sort order is applied immediately below the 

top grouping level.  For example, if a JAGGAER catalog result set is sorted by price, then search results are 

grouped at the top level by chemical structure, and all of the catalog items for that chemical structure are sorted 

by price.  In this case, supplier-brand grouping is still used to save space where possible; for example, if the 

sorted catalog items include five items in a row for the same supplier-brand, RMM will display one grouping 

banner row for that supplier-brand, with the five catalog items listed under that banner row. 

 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default 

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers and Lab Administrators 

Accessed Via: Source Search menu item/Home Page Tile, Source Search Home Page Widget, or Source 

Search from Structure Search 

Below is an example screen shot showing Source Search Result Set Grouping for JAGGAER hosted catalogs. 
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Result Set Grouping for JAGGAER hosted catalogs 

 

In order to reduce the vertical space per search result item and display more items on the screen, field values are 

displayed without labels.  A value’s field label may be displayed by hovering over the value with the cursor 

The following grouping and sorting applies to the search results for each respective source type: 

• JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs: 

• Major Grouping:  Major Group by CAS number and displays the following if available:   CAS number, 
Chemical Structure, Molecular Weight.  Next to the CAS number in parenthesis is the count of items 
returned on the page 

• Minor Grouping: by Supplier/Brand combination, displaying brand name on the left and supplier on the 
right 

• Default Sorting:  Supplier/Brands are sorted preferred suppliers first and then by supplier/brand name; 
within a Supplier/Brand, items are sorted by price, ascending 

 

• Lab and Storeroom Inventory: 

• Major Grouping:  Major Group by Material Name and displays the following if available:   Material 
Name, CAS number, MFCD Number, Customer Compound Number, Chemical Structure, Molecular 
Weight.  Next to Material Name in parenthesis is the count of items returned  on the page 

• Minor Grouping: by Supplier/Brand combination, displaying Supplier and Brand Names 

• Default Sorting:  Materials are sorted first by material name, ascending; within each material, containers 
in preferred locations appear first, followed by containers in other locations; within each Supplier/Brand, 
items are sorted by create date, oldest first 

 

• eMolecules Catalog: 
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• Major Grouping:  Major Group by MFCD number and displays the following if available:   MFCD 
Number, Chemical Name, CAS number, Chemical Structure, Molecular Weight.  Next to MFCD Number 
in parenthesis is the count of items returned on the page 

• Minor Grouping: by tier, displaying the tier service level description provided by eMolecules 

• Default Sorting:  Within each tier, Brands are sorted alphabetically, and then within a Brand, items are 
sorted by price, ascending 

 

• Stockroom: 

• Major Grouping:  Major Group by Stock Master Item and displays the following if available:   Stock 
Master Item Image, Stock Master Item Name, Brand, CAS #, MDL, Product Bar Code, stock price, mol 
weight and package size information. 

• Minor Grouping: by Availability, displaying the Availability Text (In Stock, On Order, or Out of Stock) 

• Default Sorting:  Within each Availability level, stockrooms with the item in inventory are sorted by 
location 

 

• External Catalog and Inventory Sources (Including Available Chemicals Directory): 

• In Release 19.2.0, search results from External Sources are not automatically grouped by default.  On a 
case-by-case basis, grouping of results may be implemented by JAGGAER Professional Services as 
part of the configuration of the external source.  Please contact JAGGAER Support for additional 
information. 
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Changes to Source Search Results 

Displayed values and filtering/sorting options for the Source Search Result Set are also enhanced.   The following 

section lists all the values that are found within the minor grouping as well as the filter and sort options.  Items that 

are new for this release are marked with *. 

JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs: 

• Fields Displayed on each item, where available:  Catalog Number, Product Name, Purity*, MFCD number, 

Molecular Weight, Package amount/unit, Price, Preferred item badge 

• Filter Options:  Purity*, Supplier, Brand, Molecular Weight, Package Amount/Unit, Preferred, Price  

• Sort Options: (User-selected sorting is applied within each CAS number heading): Brand, Molecular Weight, 

Package Size/Unit, Preferred, Price, Product Name, Supplier 

Storeroom and Lab Inventory: 

• Fields Displayed on each item, where available:  Label Name, Container Bar Code, Catalog Number, 

Manufacturer Part Number*, Create Date*, Expiration Date*, Purity*, Location/Owner, Package amount/unit, 

Price, Preferred item badge (based on preferred location) 

• Filter Options: Site*, Purity*, Supplier, Brand, Package Amount/Unit, Preferred  

• Sort Options: (User-selected sorting is applied within each Material Name heading): Chemical Name*, 

Brand, Created Date*, Location*, Package Size/Unit, Label Name 

eMolecules: 

• Fields Displayed on each item, where available:  Brand, Catalog Number, Package amount/unit, Price; (the 

Preferred badge has been removed) 

• Filter Options: Tier, Brand, Molecular Weight, Package Amount/Unit, Price; (The Supplier and Preferred filter 

options have been removed)  

• Sort Options: (User-selected sorting is applied within each MFCD Number heading): Tier, Brand, Molecular 

Weight, Package Size/Unit, Price, Product Name 

Stockroom: 

• Fields Displayed on each item, where available:  Stockroom location 

• Filter Options:  Site*, Availability, Brand, Package Amount/Unit, Preferred (based on preferred location), 

Price; (Brand and Package Filter Options have been removed)  

• Sort Options: (User-selected sorting is applied within each Stock Master Item heading): Location*, Price, 

Product Name; (Brand Sort Option has been removed) 

External Catalog and Inventory Sources (Including Available Chemicals Directory): 

• In Release 19.2.0, There are no standard changes to fields displayed, filtering, or sorting for external 
sources 
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Advanced Search Criteria 

The Source Search Criteria page now has two panels:  Search and Advanced Search.  The new Advanced 

Search panel provides additional options for searching JAGGAER hosted catalogs and RMM inventory with 

greater specificity and control.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers and Purchasing Reviewers 

Accessed Via: Source Search Menu Item / Home Page tile 

The new Advanced Search Tab is shown below 

 

 

Advanced Search Tab showing Must Include Criteria Option 
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The search option is selected via pull-down.  New Advanced Search options include: 

• Material Identifier:  The user may specify a uniform list of CAS, MFCD, or Customer Compound IDs with 

which to search inventory, up to a total of 500 characters. JAGGAER hosted catalogs may be searched by a 

list of CAS numbers, also up to 500 characters.   

• Note that unlike the current structure search by list of identifiers, the new Source Search by identifier list 

will return inventory or catalog results for an identifier, even when no structure can be found for that 

identifier. 

• Catalog Number: Searches inventory matching the entered text against Catalog Number and JAGGAER 

hosted catalogs against Catalog Number and Manufacturer Part Number. 

• Must Include:   Returns items from both inventory and JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs that contain ALL of the 

entered terms (in any order).  Multiple terms may be separated by comma, but no separator is required.  

This search can be combined with terms to exclude from the search result.  Please read the section 

“Improved Search Quality for Internal Sources” below for details on how “Must Include” works with internal 

sources. 

• Exact Phrase:  Returns items from inventory and JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs that contain the specified 

phrase exactly as entered by the user 

• Include Any: Returns items from Inventory and JAGGAER hosted catalogs that contain ANY of the entered 

terms (in any order).  Can also be combined with terms to exclude from the search result. 

Source Search Advanced Search Criteria uses the same result set format as other Source Searches. 

 

Fields Indexed/ Search Details 

The Advanced Search tab (when searching by “must include”, “exact phrase”, and “include any”), similar to the 

Search tab, uses a search engine that indexes the following fields, depending on the source type: 

Labs/Storerooms 

• Bar Code 

• Brand 

• Catalog Number 

• Flex Fields 

• Label Name 

• Manufacturer Part Number 

• Supplier Name 

• Substance Synonym – limited to 3,000 characters per material 

 

Stockrooms 

All fields are from the stock master item, except for substance synonyms which are associated with a material 

associated to the item: 

• Description 
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• Label Name 

• Name 

• Product Barcode 

• Manufacturer 

• Manufacturer Part Number 

• Customer Catalog Number 

• Substance Synonyms – limited to 3,000 characters per material 

 

JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs 

For Search (not Advanced Search), the following occurs when a user enters text into the search field.  

This functionality was available in RMM 19.1.0, but is repeated here for ease of reference. 

When the user-entered text string is recognized as a CAS number, RMM will automatically perform the search as 

a CAS number, instead of a text string.  When a string other than a CAS number is entered 

• RMM will attempt to match the entered text to one or more existing materials within 

RMM 

• This is an exact match (however wildcards may be used) 

• RMM will then search JAGGAER catalogs using the primary CAS number of the 

materials matched in the first step. 

• If ten or less CAS numbers are matched, RMM will search the JAGGAER Hosted 

Catalogs using those CAS numbers instead of searching by the entered text   

• If more than ten CAS numbers are matched, RMM will search the catalogs doing a 

“Include Any” search using the entered text 

In release 19.2.0, Source Search Advanced Search does not search eMolecules or external inventory and catalog 

sources, including ACD 

Improved Search Quality for Internal Sources    
The following changes have been implemented to make source search more accurate, complete, and specific for 

internal sources (Labs, Storerooms, and Stockrooms).  The following occurs when searching by text on the 

“Search” panel, or searching by “Must Include” on the advanced search panel. 

• Prior to using the search engine, RMM Source Search will first attempt to match the entered text string 
to existing substance synonyms. This is an exact match (however wild cards may be used).  If the text 
is entered into the Advanced Search tab, any entered term in the “Exclude” section will be ignored. 

• If matching materials are found, source search will return only containers and stockroom items 
associated with the matched materials 

• If no materials are matched, then Source Search will use the entered text to search inventory using the 
search engine as in prior releases.  If the text is entered into the Advanced Search tab, any entered 
term in the “Exclude” section will be used to exclude items from the search result.  

• In connection with these changes, an issue previously restricting searching inventory by Customer 
Compound ID has been resolved. 
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User-Initiated Availability Check 

In prior releases, RMM could be configured to automatically perform a real-time Supplier Availability Check from 

participating JAGGAER hosted catalog suppliers when items from that supplier were added to the Shopping Cart.  

In release 19.2, a user can also request this check directly for items from participating suppliers in the Jaggaer 

Hosted Catalog search result set.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers and Purchasing Reviewers 

Accessed Via: Source Search Result Set 

The new User-Initiated Availability Check icon and result is shown below: 

 

User-Initiated Availability Check with result displayed for one item 

 

Icon Description and Details 

 

Icon displays for items from suppliers that have been configured to support availability check.  

Clicking the icon retrieves the current item availability information from the supplier and 

displays it in the search result. 

If the supplier for an item supports the check, the item will display an Availability Check action button, permitting 

users to check item availability without the requirement to add the item to the Shopping Cart.  The supplier 

response is displayed with the item in the Source Search result.  

RMM will continue to perform the check automatically when the item is added to the shopping cart even if the user 

had manually performed an availability check. 
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Reorder from Inventory Source Search 

Researchers can create a new JAGGAER hosted catalog or Type In request based on a container returned in a 

Lab or Storeroom source search result.  (i.e., when the user needs the same item that is in inventory, and the 

existing container is not available or usable). 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers 

Accessed Via: Source Search Result Set 

On Source Search results from Labs and Storerooms, containers that were originally acquired via request from 

JAGGAER hosted catalogs or Type In Items, will display the Reorder from Catalog icon button .  When 

reordering a container acquired from JAGGAER hosted catalogs, clicking this button verifies the JAGGAER 

catalog item, updates the current pricing, and adds the catalog item to the shopping cart.  When an item is 

reordered that was on a Type In item, the information on the original Type In item will be used. 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

The Reorder from Catalog feature is disabled by default for containers created from other sources, including 

eMolecules and external catalog sources, including the Available Chemicals Directory.  The feature is disabled 

because RMM is not able to automatically determine item validity and current pricing from these other sources.  

However, a client can choose to enable reordering containers acquired from these sources.  

To enable reordering for other source types, please contact JAGGAER support. 

Search and Request – Other Changes 
• Internal Source Searches have been modified to not return SQ Chem Number  

• The Favorites page has been modified to render actual chemical structures (where available), instead of 

supplier-provided images for JAGGAER hosted catalog items.  For stockroom items, the image associated 

to the stock master item will be displayed. 

• In order to display more rows per page, supplier-provided Images are no longer displayed on each row on 

the My Requests page.  The image (if available) can be viewed on the View Details page  for each item. 
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STRUCTURE SEARCH 

Inventory Filtering for Structure Search Results 

As in prior releases, a structure search that does not include a source search can return up to 2000 chemical 

structure results.   In this release, each structure in the search result is automatically annotated with a container 

icon if that structure is available in lab, storeroom, or stockroom inventory.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers  

Accessed Via: Structure Search Result Set (Without Sources) 

A structure result with the Inventory Available icon (light blue) is shown below: 

 

Result Structure Showing Inventory Available icon 

The user can choose to filter the result to display only the structures that either are or are not currently in 

inventory.  

 

Icon Description and Details 

 

Inventory filter control displays on structure search result page when search is performed 

without sources.   Clicking Yes displays only structures that are available in inventory; clicking 

No displays only structures that are not available;  clicking All displays all structures 

Filtering takes effect immediately when the Yes, No, or All control is clicked 
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A structure is considered to be “in inventory” if it has an identifier that is associated with a container that has 

status of “Available” in any location, including stockrooms 

• The inventory check is subject to the user’s “My Sites / All Sites” preference setting; if set to “My Sites”, then 

a container on another site will not count as inventory 

• The inventory check is also subject to inventory the user can see; reserved containers, or containers in a 

list-controlled room would not be counted if the user does not normally have access to the container 

Other Changes related to the Structure Search Inventory Filter 

The functions to Export SD files and to Export Identifiers for the structures in a structure search result set have 

been modified to automatically export the information for all structures, taking the filter into account.   

• For example, a user can perform a substructure search, filter the result for structures that are currently in 

inventory, and then, with a single action, export an SD file containing all of the structures from the result set 

that are in inventory. 

• The format of the SD file and Identifier exports are otherwise the same as in prior releases 

The Page Size of the structure search result set without sources has been increased from 50 to 200 structures – 

the same size as the structure limit for current structure search result with sources.   

• With this configuration, and for example using the inventory filter, a user can limit the structure search result 

(without sources) to only those structures not currently in inventory, and by selecting a single page, initiate a 

source search for the maximum currently supported number of structures. 
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Enhanced Structure Navigation  

Structure navigation has been enhanced in this release. The structure navigator in structure source search results 

now only includes the filtered structures from structure search.  Previously it included all structures from structure 

search. 

As in prior releases, when a user performs a structure search that Includes Sources, the structures are displayed 

with icons and counts indicating the sources where those structures can be found.   The following picture displays 

structure search results with structures filtered to only display those structures found in labs and storeroom 

inventory.  

 

As in previous releases the user can click 

on one or more sources to filter the 

structure search result to only include the 

structures that can be obtained from 

those sources.   

 

 

 

The user can click a source icon on a 

structure to view the detail of the source 

search results from that source. When 

the user clicks on an icon, they are taken 

to the structure source search results for 

that channel.   
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Pictured below is the structure source search results for the storeroom channel.  On the source search results, 
the user can then pull down a “Structure Navigator” to navigate from one structure to another.  In this release, 
the structure navigator in source search results is now governed by the user’s filter selection from the 
structure search result 

 

 

In the structure navigator  
note that only three 
structures are displayed 
– the same three 
structures that were 
filtered in the structure 
search results.   

Previously all structure 
in the structure search 
results, regardless of 
filter, would have been 
displayed in the 
navigator. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that in this release when the user returns to the Structure-Source Summary view, the previously 
selected filter remains in effect.  Following through with the above example, only structures that were in 
labs or storerooms would be displayed on return to the structure source summary. 
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TO-DO LIST 

Enhanced actions and information display for the To-Do List 

The To-Do list holds items selected from source search requiring follow up by end users.  These may include: 

• Containers to transfer or borrow from a lab or self-serve storeroom  

• Items to pick up from a self-serve stockroom 

In release 19.2.0, this feature is enhanced as described below. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers  

Accessed Via: To-Do list menu item / home page tile; To-do list action icon 

 

Enhanced To-Do List View 
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Information displayed on the To-Do List 

The information displayed on the To-Do list for Lab and Storeroom containers now also includes:  

• The Container Create Date and Expiration Date, AND 

• The associated chemical structure, where available  

• Clicking on the displayed structure zooms in to enlarge the display 

• From the “Zoom in” view, the user can also Copy Mol file to Clipboard 

Note that the “Placed on To Do List” field has been removed.  

As in prior releases, Images are displayed for stockroom items 

The Printed To-Do List has also been enhanced to include the Supplier, Current/Original Amount, and Chemical 

Structure (for Labs and Storerooms). 

Taking Action on items on the To-Do List 

A new multi-select capability has been added to the To-Do list.  A user can now select multiple items to:  

• Transfer containers OR 

• Remove the selected items from the To-Do list without taking action on them   

Items on the To-Do list can be selected in the following ways: 

• Individual items may be selected by clicking the select box on each item 

• All items of the same source type may be selected by clicking the select box on the header for that source 

type 

• All items on the To-Do list can be selected by clicking on the “Select All” check box 

 

Complete and Transfer 

As in previous releases, the user may “complete” a To Do List item by selecting the “Mark As Complete” icon  

for a given container.  As in previous releases, the user may specify if they kept or returned the container, and 

how much of the container contents they used.  In this release, if the user kept the container, they can specify the 

location in which it is being kept by selecting a location from a list of the user’s alternate delivery locations. 

In this release, a user may also Transfer multiple selected containers at the same time. To transfer the containers, 

select one or more items from either Labs or Self-Serve Storerooms and click the “Transfer to Me” icon  in the 

respective Lab or Storeroom header, select the transfer-to location, and then save.  The transfer-to location is 

selected from a list of the user’s alternate delivery locations. The container is transferred to the selected location, 

and, as in previous releases, the container ownership is transferred to the user, as in prior releases 
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To-Do List “Transfer to Me” dialog 

 

As in prior releases, stockroom containers cannot be transferred directly from the To-Do list; however, a new 

“Mark As Complete” icon on self-serve stockroom items marks the item complete and removes it from the 

list. 
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SHOPPING CART 

Enhanced Usability for Shopping Cart 

The shopping cart is enhanced, including enhanced information display and improved ease of use 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers and Purchasing Reviewers  

Accessed Via: Shopping Cart menu item / home page tile; Shopping Cart action icon 

Shopping Cart Enhanced Information Display 

• Chemical structures are displayed instead of product images for each item in the cart where available 

(Images are still displayed for stockroom items).  Available actions for the displayed structure include Zoom 

and Copy Mol file. 

• For storeroom items, a badge is displayed directly on each item to indicate that a dispense has been 

requested  

• Manufacturer Part Number has been added to the displayed information for each item.   

• The name of each item in the shopping cart is now displayed as text, instead of as a pull-down.  The action 

pull-down is displayed beside the name text 

 

Shopping Cart item showing modified name display, structure, and Dispense 

Request 
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Shopping Cart Improved Usability  

• Removing items from the shopping cart has been streamlined 

• All items on the Shopping Cart may be cleared with a single Empty Cart” action.  Note this action is only 
available if the cart has not yet been submitted.  It is not visible when reviewing a previously submitted 
held cart. 

• A single item may also be directly removed from the shopping cart (without accessing the item menu) 

using the Delete Item icon on each line.  The Delete Item action displays a confirmation prompt. 

• When the shopping cart has more items then will display within the user’s screen, after editing an item, when 

returning to the main shopping cart view, the page will automatically scroll down to display the item that was 

just edited.  

• The Match Material pop-up for catalog items (JAGGAER, eMolecules, and External) has been enhanced to 

display 

• The Product Description from the catalog item 

• The CAS and MFCD numbers, where available, and  

• For JAGGAER Catalog items, hazard flags provided by the supplier 

 

Match Material Pop-Up 
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ITEM REVIEW AND APPROVAL 

Streamlined Item Review and Editing 

In previous versions, editing an item during review and approval required navigating to the Held Carts page, 

loading the applicable held cart, navigating to the Shopping Cart and selecting the item to edit.  This process has 

been significantly streamlined. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Purchasing Reviewers and EHS Reviewers 

Accessed Via: Open Approval Items Page 

Streamlined Item Editing is accessed as follows: 

• On the Open Approval Items page the “Held Cart” action button has been replaced with a new “Edit Cart 

Item” button  on each item.  Clicking this button automatically loads the applicable held cart and opens 

the Edit Item page for the selected item.  Note that the Edit Item page will not open automatically for Type In 

items.  For Type In items, after the cart is automatically loaded, the user must click on the edit item icon on 

the shopping cart to open the edit page. 

• The user makes the desired edits and saves the edited item.  At this point the remaining items in the cart are 

also loaded, so the user can edit additional items in the cart as needed 

• To complete the action, submit the cart as usual 

New EHS List Standard Approval Type 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is Off by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: Approve Shopping Cart Item that is on a List. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   EHS Administrators and Reviewers 

Accessed Via: Open Approval Items Page 
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A new standard approval type has been added called “EHS List”.  As with other standard approval types, this 

approval type is configurable by an authorized user. 

While the new “EHS list” approval type can be used for different purposes, it was initially envisioned for use 

supporting controlled substance restrictions for our multinational clients.   These clients need to manage access 

to controlled substances, but the actual list of substances that are considered “controlled” varies from site to site.   

For this example, this enhancement allows each site to maintain its own controlled substance list, and RMM will 

flag items for approval at each site that are associated with that site’s list. 

 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

There are two steps involved in configuring EHS List Type Approvals:  Configuring the associated EHS list(s) and 

configuring the associated approval parameters 

 

EHS List Approval – Approval Type Configuration 

The EHS List approval type is Enabled/Configured in RMM System Administration under Code Tables / Physical 

Code Tables, for the Approval Types Code Table 

 

System Administration – Code Tables – Approval Types 

• To enable List Approvals in RMM, change the Processing Type to RMM 

• Other parameter settings are the same as for other approval types 

• To change the Displayed Name of “List”, please contact JAGGAER support  
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EHS List Approval – List Configuration 

A new setting has been added to EHS List Properties:  “Items on this list require approval regardless of 

severity” (Yes/No).   Setting this value to Yes has the following implications: 

• A shopping cart item that is associated to this list will require the “EHS List” approval type 

• List association for a shopping cart item is site-based; the requestor’s site must be associated with the 
list  

• A Reviewer will require the “Approve Shopping Cart Item that is on a List” to grant this approval 

• Many lists may be configured to require approval.  In this event, all lists cause the same approval type to be 

added to cart items; and any reviewer with the required permission can grant the approval for all lists 

 

EHS List Parameters showing new “Items on this list require…” parameter 
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CONTAINER OPERATIONS 

Container Search Home Page Widget 

A new container lookup search field will now appear on the home page for users with container search 

permission. This new search function is equivalent to performing a Container Search “Quick Search”.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   All RMM Users 

Accessed Via: RMM Home Page 

The RMM Home Page, displaying the new Container Search Widget, is shown below 

 

RMM Home Page showing Container Search Widget 

Using this new feature, a user could, for example, open RMM to the home page, scan or enter a container bar 

code on the home page, and then directly view container details/history, or reorder another container of the same 
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item. In connection with this change, Quick Search has been limited to return only Available and In Transit 

containers.   

Obtaining Containers from Container Search Result 

On the container search result page, Reorder from Catalog and Add to Shopping Cart / To-Do List are now 

supported for lab and storeroom containers that were originally acquired from JAGGAER hosted catalogs or Type 

In requests.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None. 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None. 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Researchers and Purchasing Reviewers 

Accessed Via: Container Search Result Set 

 

Container Search Result Item Menu showing “Add to… “ and Reorder Actions for a 

container  

 

Reordering a Container 

Reordering a container from a JAGGAER catalog 

Re-ordering places an item in the user’s shopping cart for the same catalog item used to acquire the inventory 

container, automatically checks the validity and updates the price of the item from the current supplier catalog 

information.    

Reordering a container from a Type In Item 

A container may be reordered for containers that were originally ordered via a Type In item.  When an item is 

reordered that was on a Type In item, the information on the original Type In item will be used. 

The Reorder Container function is also available from Source Search results for Labs and Storerooms. 
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ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

Reordering is only enabled by default for containers originally acquired from JAGGAER hosted catalogs and Type 

In items.  It is technically possible to enable other sources, with the caveat that items other than JAGGAER 

hosted catalog items would require review to confirm price and item details.  In order to enable reordering from 

other sources, please contact JAGGAER Support.   JAGGAER strongly recommends that reordering is not 

enabled for eMolecules. 

 

Adding a container to the Shopping Cart / To-Do List 

If the user is interested in directly acquiring a container in the Container Search result set, the “Add To…” action 

will add that specific container to the user’s Shopping Cart or To-Do List. (i.e., the user is no longer required to 

find the container in a separate Source Search in order to add it to the Shopping Cart or To Do List.) 

• If the container is in a Self-Serve Lab or Storeroom, the “Add to To-Do list action will display” 

• If the container is in a lab or storeroom that accepts requests, the “Add to Shopping Cart” action will display. 

The “Add to…” action does not require any additional permission.   

Enhanced Container Search Result Set 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None  

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   All RMM Users 

Accessed Via: Container Search  

In connection with the new functionality for users to hide/display and reorder columns on selected grids in the 

RMM application, the Container Search result set has been expanded to include all of the columns (with the 

exception of flexible fields) that are available in the export file from the Container Search result set.  Fields that 

are available to be displayed have been expanded to include:   

• Label Name 

• Room Type 

• Original and Current Standardized Amounts  

• Tare Weight 
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• MFCD Number and Customer Compound ID 

• Created Date, Disposed Date, Room Acquired Date, Expiration Date, Last Inventoried Date 

• Lot Number 

• Organization, Project, Reserved For 

• Radioactive, Controlled, Select Agent, Toxin, Hazardous, Restricted 

In addition, both the display and exported result sets have been expanded to include the primary, secondary, and 

tertiary hazard class of container’s material profile. 

Bulk Re-printing of Bar Code Labels 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None  

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   All Users 

Accessed Via: Container Search  

Users can now select multiple containers from a Container Search result set and request reprinting of all selected 

container bar codes labels with one action using the Print Labels menu option.  A maximum of 200 bar codes may 

be printed. 

The Print Labels menu option opens a Pop-Up to allow the user to select the label type, Printer, and the number 

of copies required.  This function requires access to a label printer where container labels will be printed. 

 

Container Search by Multiple Locations 

A user performing a container search can now search more than one selected location, at the same level, at once 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None  

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   All Users 

Accessed Via: Container Search Advanced Search Tab 
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• Clicking the Location Search button  now opens a location navigation / Select Pop-Up.   

• The user can navigate to and choose a location (as in location navigation elsewhere in the application) and 

then click a Save button.   

• On save, a confirmation message displays, and Pop-Up remains displayed.    

• The user can repeat the above steps as needed, navigating to and saving additional locations (at the same 

level.   

• When finished selecting locations, the user closes the Pop-Up and the Container Search page displays the 

locations the user has selected (see below) 

 

Subset of Advanced Search Tab Showing Multiple Selected Search Locations 

Once the user has selected the first location, additional selected locations must be at the same level (e.g., 

Building, Room, etc.) as the first location selected. 

Information added to View Container 

The following information has been added to the View Container page: 

• Tare Weight:  If available, value is displayed below Original Amount.  Unit for Tare Weight is always 

grams 

• Request #:  The Request Number for which this container was originally received.  If available, the value 

is displayed in the Supplier Info Section, below the Manufacturer Part Number 

Container Flex Fields have also been relabeled to improve clarity. 
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RECEIVING 

The following changes have been implemented in the Receiving function: 

• The Sort Order of Request Items in the Receiving Search Result has been changed from Oldest First to 

Newest First 

• Receiving with pre-printed bar codes (i.e., scanning multiple bar codes into the Receiving page) could be 

slow in prior releases, because each bar code was validated immediately after scanning. Validation of all 

scanned bar codes has been moved to occur on the “Receive Item” action in order to improve usability. 

• In Receiving if a request item (usually incorrectly) specified an extremely large number of items (e.g., 1000), 

receiving would fail when opening the Receiving Page.  Now, when the number of items exceeds 100, the 

user is alerted and prompted with the option to not create containers.. 

OTHER USER INTERFACE CHANGES 
• A number of cosmetic user interface changes have been implemented throughout the application to improve 

clarity and usability.   
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ADMINISTRATION 

ABILITY TO MOVE A SUB-LOCATION 

A sub-location can now be re-located to a different room via a single action, along with its sub-locations and 

containers. For example, a freezer is defined as a sub-location within a lab, storeroom, or Receiving Room and 

the freezer is moved to a different room. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: Locations Move Sub-Locations    

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Administrators 

Accessed Via: Manage Sub-locations 

In Manage Sub-locations, sub-locations created directly below the room level in Labs, Storerooms, and Receiving 

Rooms can now be moved to a different room.  If a sub-location can be moved, then when you navigate to its 

associated room, the “Move” button  will appear next to each sub-location directly below the room. 

 

Manage Sub-locations with sub-locations displaying the Move button 

Clicking the Move button for a sub-location opens the Location Selector Pop-Up, for the user to select the room to 

move the sub-location to. 
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Location Selection Pop-Up with Lab A2104 Selected 

Select the new parent room for the sub-location and click Save (you can also double-click on the room to 

complete the action).  The Pop-Up closes and a confirmation message displays when the move is completed 

When a sub-location is moved to a new parent location: 

• The internal IDs of all associated sublocations are kept constant, so no locations need to be re-labeled 

• A location history record is written.  An audit trail copy of the moved sub-location tree is retained in its 

original position, and inactivated, so that past container history will continue to reflect the original room 

where the containers resided.   

• Container history will reflect containers have been moved to a new room 

• Control zone and inventory level tables will be automatically updated 

 

If a sub-location has previously been moved, a history icon  will be displayed next to the sub-location name  

 

 

 

Clicking on the icon will display the move history for that sub-location.  Also, a new report, “Moved Sub-locations 

Report”, now exists that shows move history for locations.  Note that the locations shown are only those locations 

moved explicitly by the user.  For example, if a freezer contained a shelf, and the user moved the freezer from 

one room to another, the report would only show the freezer and not the shelf. 
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EDITING THE PARAMETERS OF SCHEDULED REPORTS 

An user can now edit the parameter details associated with scheduled report jobs they have created.   For 

example, if an existing report based on selected sites requires an additional site, or if the report needs to be 

emailed to additional users, those changes can be made without the need to recreate the report job.   

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

USER IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   All Users 

Accessed Via: View Scheduled Reports 

 

View Scheduled Reports Page Showing Edit Button on Report Job 

Clicking the Edit button  opens the Schedule Run Report page populated with the current parameters for the 

selected report job.  The user edits the current job parameters as needed and then Submits the report, as for a 

new report job.  Editing report jobs is only available: 

• For report jobs that were originally submitted by the logged in user 

• For report jobs that will run in the future or on a recurring schedule. In particular, jobs submitted to “Run 

Now” cannot be edited 

The new feature enables changes to report scheduling, distribution, output format (PDF or CSV) and all report-

specific business parameters associated with each report. 

Note that when the job is edited it will be assigned a new job id. 
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USER PREFERENCES 

Setting Default User Preferences 

An authorized user can now set certain default values of user preferences for all RMM users 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: Preference - Set Global User General Preference 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Administrators 

Accessed Via: User Preferences 

For Administrators with the required permission, the User Preferences page displays the User Preferences 

Defaults button  in the lower right corner of the page.  Clicking the button opens the User Preferences Defaults 

page. 

 

User Preferences Defaults Pop-Up 

This page allows the user to set the default preference values for users to: 

• Capture gross weight from a balance (Y/N) OR 

• Use pre-printed labels when creating containers (Y/N) 

To use the page, set the desired values, and click the Save button .  The Save button will only affect the 

default values for new users and users who have never saved preferences.   

 

Clicking the  will change the preferences for new AND existing users. 
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These administrative settings only affect the default values for new users; individual users may still change their 

specific values for these preferences 

Restricting Users From Setting Preferences  

An authorized user can restrict users from setting the Set Capture Gross Weight and Set Pre-printed Bar Codes 

preferences. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: Preference - Set Capture Gross Weight  and Preference - Set 

Pre-printed bar codes  

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Administrators 

Two new permissions that determines if an individual user can set a preference have been added in this release. 

Preference - Set Capture Gross Weight Allows the user to set the Capture Gross Weight preference. 

Preference - Set Pre-printed bar codes Allows the user to set the Pre-printed bar codes preference. 

On upgrade and new installation these permissions will be given to all users. 
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ROLE CONFIGURATION SUPPORT 

On the Manage Roles page, an administrative user can now 1) see a detailed description of each permission and 

2) export all roles and permissions. 

Permission Description 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: None 

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Administrators 

Accessed Via: Manage Roles 

 

Manage Roles Permissions List Showing Permission Description buttons 

On the Manage Roles page, the Permissions list now displays a “Permission Description” button beside each 

permission.  Clicking the button opens an information pop-up explaining the effect of the permission. 

 

Permission Description for “Approve Shopping Cart with Type-In Item” Permission 
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Role Export 

The  button on the Manage Roles page exports all roles and permissions to a csv file.  The 

file has the following columns: 

 

Column Name Description 

Role Name Name of Role 

Has Permission “Y” if permission is assigned to role,  Blank otherwise. 

Permission Name Name of permission. 

Permission Description Description of permission. 
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NEW DATA LOAD TYPE FOR CLOSING REQUEST ITEMS 

For installations that have accumulated a large number of pending request items that will never be received, a 

new Data Loader format enables closing request items in bulk. 

CUSTOMER IMPACT 

• Feature Activation: This feature is On by default  

• New Permissions related to this Feature: Data Loader Close Request Items   

• New Notifications related to this Feature: None 

ADMINISTRATOR IMPACT 

This feature is intended for use by:   Administrators 

Accessed Via: Data Loader 

A New Data Load Type has been implemented to “Close Open Request Items”.  This load format includes only 

the fields Request Number and Item Number.  Both values are required and both must correspond to an existing 

RMM request item.     

This feature is also intended to be used in connection with changes to RMM capabilities for Inactivating 

Locations, described in the next section below. 

Please read the “RMM 19.2.0 Data Loader Appendix” document for details on this new load type. 
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CHANGES TO INACTIVATING LOCATIONS 
Location Administration had previously prevented inactivating rooms and sub-locations due to numerous 

constraints. In this release, validation of inactivation of rooms and sub-locations has been reduced to a single 

constraint:  the location to be inactivated must not be specified as the Deliver-To Location on an open request 

item.    In all other circumstances, the location may now be inactivated. 

• In connection with this change, note that if the deliver-to location for a held shopping cart becomes 
inactive before the cart is loaded and submitted, then when the cart is submitted, its deliver-to location 
will default to the primary location of the user who submits the cart. 

New Reports associated with Inactivating Locations 

In connection with the above change, the following two new reports have been created. Both of these reports are 

found in the “Activity Reports” group. 

 

“Open Requests Items for Associated Delivery Location” report identifies request items that are preventing 

inactivation of a location 

• The report allows specifying one or more locations down to the sub-location level (Specified locations 
must be of the same type) 

• The body of the report includes the fields Location, Request Number, and Line Number 

 

“Inactive Location References” identifies potential issues for follow-up resulting from inactivation of locations. 

The report criteria allow selection of one or more sites.  The report provides counts to indicate the following 

potential issues related to inactive locations: 

• The location contains Available containers 

• The Location is referenced as a Receiving Location for one or more rooms 

• The location is referenced as a Storage Location for one or more rooms 

• The location currently is referenced by Stockroom Inventory 

• The location is used in one or more Control Zones 

• The location is a sub-location that is inactive as a result of being moved to a different room (and 
therefore the reference to the new location) 

 

Please read the “RMM 19.2.0 Reports” document for details on each report. 
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JAGGAER ONE INTEGRATION 

USER DATA SYNCHRONIZATION WITH JAGGAER EPRO 

JAGGAER ePro can now be configured to export users and user profile updates to RMM. A new module, part of 

the larger JAGGAER ePro suite of integration tools, has been created in RMM Integration to receive these 

exports. New users received from ePro are added to RMM, and existing user profiles are updated with the 

imported data. 

The received data can be monitored in two places. A “Received Documents” page displays all the data received 

from ePro. The data in the form of XML files can be visualized or downloaded from this page. 

The following fields may be imported into RMM from ePro 

• First name 

• Last name 

• Active status 

• Phone number 

• Email address 

• Username (only for add) 

• Business unit – note that business unit is not visible within RMM, but is only used when exporting 

requisitions from RMM to ePro 

All users imported into RMM are assigned the same role and account group.  The role and account group to 

which they are assigned is set in an RMM Integration module configuration file. 

 

Please contact RMM Support for more information on user data synchronization. 
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CLIENT REPORTED ISSUES ADDRESSED  

Following is a list of issues that have been reported by clients and are addressed in this release.  The Internal 

Tracking number is JAGGAER’s internal defect system, and is used here for reference by the RMM Support 

group.   

 

Function Type Summary Internal 
Tracking # 

Administration 
Module LDAP 

Preferences 

Defect Administration module – could not save settings for LDAP 
configurations.  

ERM-16149 

Container 
Operations 

Defect When replicating a container, the scroll bar in the replicate page does 
not work. 

ERM-17291 

Data Loader Defect When loading in flex fields, the data loader will only accept 32 

characters, when a flex field may contain 250 characters. 

ERM-17454 

EHS Defect After editing an EHS list the last modified user incorrectly displays the 
list owner. 

ERM-17584 

Material – 
Create / Edit 

Defect ChemACX ID as a structure identifier are misidentified it as customer 
compound id rather than MDL #. 

ERM-17236 

Material – 
Create / Edit 

Defect Clicking "Save" on Edit Material Identifiers screen removes mol weight 
and ph value 

ERM-17268 

Material Search Defect Material search does not return materials with owners that are not 
assigned a primary location. 

ERM-17309 

Material Search Defect Sorting Material Search results by review date displays incorrectly ERM-17319 

Material Search 
– Marked 

Reviewed 

Defect User has the ability to mark materials reviewed without the "Materials 
Mark Materials Reviewed" permission  

ERM-17495 

People Create Defect When creating a new user, the creator id is not set correctly. ERM-17400 

Receiving Defect Performance issues when scanning in pre-printed bar codes.  Please 

see Receiving for more information. 

ERM-16186 

Receiving Defect Receiving large numbers of containers on a slow network fails in 

browser.  Please see Receiving for more information. 

ERM-17412 

Reports Defect Calendar widget used in criteria was a day off for users whose time 
zone was twelve hours ahead of US Eastern Time. Example:  if the 
user picked as date criteria a 

26th October - 25th the actual date range used in the report is  25th 
October - 24th November. 

ERM-17395 

Request Item 
Search 

Defect Flex Field drop-down not displaying values properly . ERM-17473 

Search Icons Defect Icons representing ascending and descending sorts are confusing. ERM-17477 

Stockroom 
Replenishment 

Defect Replenishment from a secondary supplier shows up incorrectly on 
Replenishment Request 

ERM-17407 

Structure 
Search 

Defect If the user only has the 'Search Stockrooms" permission it will display 
the Structure Search tile on the home page. 

ERM-17498 

Sub-location 
Management 

Defect Manage sub-locations. page gives out of memory error when 
retrieving thousands of sub-locations. 

ERM-17442 

 


